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Health Care for Dummies
By Amanda Muledy
The National Health Care Option's Guide for Dummies

Subsidies and death panels and public mandates, oh my! The task of untangling
the knot of buzz words and catch phrases is daunting nowadays.

Health Care

jargon is all around. and since most of us aren't familiar with that dialect, we feel
overwhelmed or tune it out. But an uninformed populous is the best weapon of
partisan politics. It's important we understand what these concepts mean, because
it affects us all. With a little understanding, we can begin to form logical opinions
based on facts and decide which national option would be best for the country and
ourselves. Now, health care is a complicated matter. Any system with millions of different people's interests
to consider will be. One article can't cover all the details and complexities involved. With that in mind. here
is the first step--a readable guide to what we. as a nation, can choose from.
There will be some talk of the differences between free market and socialized programs. My advice is
that you don't let the predisposed notions certain words may conjure up be the ultimate determiner of which
one you will support or reject. Read the descriptions and the pros and cons, and see if you honestly think it
would benefit you, your loved ones, and/or[slash doesn't seem fitting. as it suggest you choose one or other]
society.
We'll start with what would be considered the most "free-market" system there could be.
Complete Privatization

This is what our health care would be like if we had no Medicare, Medicaid. Veteran's health care ser
vices, or non-refusal policies for hospitals. Going to the doctor is like buying a pair of jeans. No matter how
much you really need the pair of jeans because yours are falling apart, the clerk isn't giving them to you un
less you pay for them. On the other hand. if you've worked hard and have money to spend. you can buy the
best jeans on the rack, or whatever best suits your taste or needs. Insurance companies may or may not exist.
but the rule is the same--you get whatever insurance or doctor you can afford, and nothing more, nothing less.
Pros

•All those free market fans out there. rejoice. In this system. doctors and insurance [insurers or insurance
companies] would want to provide the best service possible because that is how they would compete for the
best customers. Supply and demand would, ideally, address all customer bases in the way the free market
should. Therefore, like there are both car insurance companies that cater to people who want premium plans
and car insurance companies that cater to people who have little money, there would be plans for everyone.
•Taxes would be lower. No money would be going to fund social programs like Medicare. so those who
work would have more money to spend on purchasing health insurance.
• It would help balance our national budget, which is currently running a very red balance.
Cons

•There would be no help for those who are out of work, cannot work, have pre-existing chronic conditions,
or cannot pay a penny for their families' health. It would affect not only the poor, but also the disabled. the
elderly. children, the injured, the citizen with chronic health problems...the list goes on. This would not only
be a huge problem for those who cannot get health care but those who can. Communicable diseases can af
fect anyone. It is better for the whole country if everyone can get health care because sickness could be on
the rise--more so than it is now.
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• Casualty rates from illnesses could rise in a system without some sort of safety net for those who are in
dire straights. This is directly tied to the third con.
•This system could have some results that would seem characteristic of a third world nation, rather than
the modern society we have. The prestige of a nation with a high mortality rate is going to drop. We
would be viewed as incapable of taking care of our citizens and our reputation would drop in the eyes of
other nations.
Mostly Privatized

This is the system we currently have. Our present options are A.) you purchase private insurance
or receive it through your employer, and the insurance company pays some or all of your medical costs in
return for you paying a set rate for a set time period of coverage: or B.) you pay a doctor or hospital out of
pocket as you need it. Most people will have health insurance. because it is more cost effective and safe
to have insurance than to pay as you go. The exceptions to this are Medicare, a government subsidized
plan for the low-income population to get care for themselves and their families; Medicaid. a government
subsidized program for the disabled or the elderly to get care: Veterans' services. because in America, all
forn1er servicemen and women are entitled to government-provided health care: and non-refusal patients.
who cannot pay but are sick or hurt enough for emergency room care. The last exception is either paid for
by the hospital or the government, depending on the hospital's policy.
The uninsured dilemma. where emergency room visits get put on the nation's tab, is just one of the
issues frequently brought up today. The cost of malpractice and related civil suits is another. If you hear
any mention of malpractice lawsuit caps. or torte reform in conjunction with the word "'malpractice," it is
in reference to the movement pushing for a limit on the amount of money for which one can sue a doctor.
Pros

• While still relying heavily on the free market. there arc some programs in place to help the needy.

Be

cause of the attempt to strike a balance. more individuals in different situations can be provided for.
•A hospital is required to help those who arc in a life or death situation. This means that care is available
when an isolated situation is dire. no matter how limited the patient's funds are.
• People with insurance or who pay out of pocket for doctors have consumer's rights. They are customers.
and they get to choose whatever coverage or whatever doctor they like. provided they can pay for it.
•This privatized system, as well as the fully privatized system. encourages innovation. Because it is con
sumer based, the drive to provide the best and most cutting-edge care is high. A top-of-the-line product
and service will draw the most customers (and money).
Cons
•

Uninsured care is driving up this cost. The uninsured go to the emergency room for life or death prob

lems that could have been solved a year ago with

a

doctor's visit that was one-tenth the cost of the emer

gency room care. That bill doesn't just go away: it is absorbed by companies who have to raise their
prices and the government who has to raise your taxes.
• Malpractice suits drive up the cost of health care in many ways. Many people who feel that they have
been wronged by their doctors are bringing heavy lawsuits and costing the medical industry a great deal
of money. which they pass on to their customers. Some of these lawsuits are justified. Some are not. The
hospitals factor in the cost of malpractice insurance, as well as the money they have lost through malprac
tice suits. to the price you pay for care. Also. to prevent malpractice suits from coming against them, you
may see a physician for a sore wrist and leave with a

$2,000 dollar invoice coming to you. Doctors may

run excessive amounts of tests "just to make sure," because if there's anything at all they haven't caught,
you, as a patient can sue them. This is a commonly noted con of our current system, and it is what people
who desire torte reform are looking to fix.
• There is very little in our current system to regulate outrageous phannaceutical costs. The term "big
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phanna" is used by some to describe companies they feel behave in a mone>polistic fashion.
• Professor John Garcia said it best: "Overmarketed consumers get unnecessary care." The free market
aspect of our care results in many commercials for drugs. The commercials for drugs result in a lot of people
going to their doctor and talking of vague problems these commercials have convinced them that they have.
• You may already know insurance companies are currently confined to operating only on a statewide level.
What you may not know is that there are only usually three or four per state. That doesn't allow for much
competing, and you will rarely see one company's rates be very different from another's. There is talk about
letting insurance companies compete beyond state lines--that is, erasing the confines of state-wide insurance
and letting the three or four companies with very little competition compete with other companies all over the
nation, forcing them to lower prices. The fear here is that it will morph into the same problem we have now
on a much wider scale. If it comes to three companies buying out the competition and running health insur
ance all across the U. S., it would be the same story.

Single Payer--Uninsured
Simply put, the single- payer option is the same as buying wholesale. If you approach Sony and say,
"Hello, I would like to buy one plasma screen T.V., and I would like it heavily discounted," they will prob
ably laugh at you. If you call up Sony and say, "Hello, three million of my friends and I would like to buy
three million plasma screen T.V.s, and we would like them heavily discounted," then you've got their ear.
When one talks of the single- payer option, he or she is talking about a group of people buying private health
insurance in bulk. In this case, the uninsured would band together (most likely under government organiza
tion) and buy insurance as a massive whole, or as several large groups. This is a proposal that would tweak
our current system rather than introduce radical changes to it.

Pros
•This proposal would drive down the cost of insurance, and that would make insurance affordable to those
who currently cannot get it.
• In catching the uninsured, health care costs as a whole would decrease for everyone. Less hospital or gov
ernment- funded emergency visits mean less that these entities, respectively, have to charge or tax.
• It would let those who already have insurance continue their lives unaffected.

No one would have to switch

doctors or change insurance. The only people who would be making a change would be the uninsured, who
would be making

a

change for the better.

Cons
•The "uninsured banding together" part sounds simple, but the complications of organizing such a large
group of people are intimidating. While the efficiency of the government is something that begs questioning,
could the uninsured organize themselves? Most likely, they would need the government to step in and ar
range things, and that may or may not be successful.
• Insurance companies would most certainly not go along smiling with this new program if it were instituted.
Their complaint, perhaps legitimate, would be that it is the cost of care itself, not their premiums, that is the
problem. They would lose money, should the uninsured single-payer system be adopted.

Public Option
The public option is

a

broad category. It is whatever gives the public (keeping in mind the uninsured,

low-income families, the elderly, ect.) an option beyond what is called "pay or die"--the privatized first two
systems mentioned. When the public option is mentioned nowadays, it is usually referring to a specific option
beyond paying for private insurance or paying out of pocket for a doctor. That option is that the government
becomes a supplier of health insurance. This health insurance, being designed to address the huge portion of
the population that is uninsured, will be steeply discounted, or perhaps on a sliding scale according to income.

Pros
•As with uninsured single payer, the costs of health care would be lower when less of the population is uninsured.
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lawsuits, and therefore, patients with dollars signs in their eyes would have more opportunity to sue for the
absurd amounts that are typical in malpractice cases. This could end up in a lot of medical care centers going
bankrupt and a shortage of care providers.
Play or Pay--Employer Mandate

The government lays down the law on businesses. If employers do not offer health benefits to their
employees, they will be charged through taxes. Therefore, if you do not play (offer insurance that meets mini
mum requirements--as decided by the government), you will still pay for your employees' insurance, one way
or the other. The money from the fees via additional taxes that businesses would pay would go into a pool
to be used to assist those who have medical bills and no insurance. The uninsured would be able to put their
hospital stay or doctor visit on their tax information for the year, and they would then receive the money back
in their return.
Pros

• Corporations would be less likely to drop their health benefits in tough economic times.
• This would be a way to help the uninsured without the government paying for it. If it were government
funded as well as instituted, it would drive us nationally deeper into debt.
Cons

• Free marketers would say this is pretty heavy-handed government action and an unnecessary attack on small
businesses. If employees are willing to work for a company knowing full well they are not going to get health
benefits, why should it be required of employers to offer it'?
• Some businesses simply cannot afford the extra expense, and that is the only reason no insurance is offered.
It is hard to expect that simply forcing them to afford it would work. If a mom and pop business is financially

flailing, this proposal may not only close them down, but also be a disincentive for people to open a small
business

m

the first place.

• The tax system is already a convoluted, fine-print laden. layman unfriendly thing. The few who understand
it can manipulate it, and it is flawed and bureaucratic. To have our lives further entrenched in the tax system
(and to now involve our well-being in it) seems rather unwise.
• This system does not seem to address the unemployed.
Individual Mandate

Illinois currently requires you to have car insurance by law. Massachusetts and California are propos
ing that their residents will be required to have health insurance by law. But while you can still technically
dri\e without insurance and pray that no bad fortune befalls you, there is no escaping getting insurance in the
individual mandate. Any citizen who does not have a personal health insurance policy will be charged by \vay
of taxes. An uninsured person will owe come April for their choice. An individual mandate is an ultimatum,
same as the employer mandate. This time, every individual will pay. And once again. they will pay one way
or the other. The people who cannot afford msurance will have to dole out the cash up front for a policy but
can look to the tax system for relief. Their purchase will be subsidized, and they will be reimbursed for what
they spent.
Pros

• The cost spent on caring for the uninsured would drop; there would be no more emergency room visits for
what, six months ago, wou ld have been a one hundred dollar fix.
• The more people who are insured, the more risk that is absorbed. I nsurance companies are less likely to feel
a financial hit from one sick person if they insure 10,000 healthy people. Therefore, the more people that are
insured, the less insurance companies feel they need to charge to assure they will make

a

profit. This measure

would drive down the cost of everyone ·s insurance.
Cons

• Again, this would be very heavy-handed government involvement. The individual mandate would not be
just invol\ement in businesses' welfare, as in Play or Pay, but the government sticking itself directly in every
Continued on Page 7
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an entity that has not proven itself worthy.
Socialized Medicine

Perhaps you didn't know there is a system of completely socialized medicine already in place in the
U. S. Our veterans see govenunent-employed doctors. They pay nothing; it is a service provided without
bias to every veteran. The funds for this come from taxes. And that is all socialized medicine is--doctors are
govenunent workers, and whoever you are and however much you pay in taxes does not matter. You sim
ply see the doctor when you're sick. There are no bills, no insurance, and no private doctors working for a
profit.
Pros

•While doctors would get paid, it would be a set salary. They wouldn't be looking to expand or gain a repu
tation the way a businessman might. There would be no doctor looking to profit off of you, and no incentive
to put you through unnecessary procedures.
• The equal treatment mentioned in the national single payer system would apply even more so in this case,
as would the disappearance of worries about employer heal th care and insurance companies.
• If you needed care, you would get it in this system. There is only one situation where this consistency
would not be applied: if the cost of relief from a sickness was so expensive to treat that it wouldn't make any
sense for the government to j ustify paying for you, they would not. (This is what is referred to by the term
"rationing health care"--putting a cap on how much is reasonable to spend on one human being's life. )
Cons

• Cutting edge medicine? Innovation? Gone. There would be practically no incentive to be better than the
next, as far as medical service goes.
• Consumer rights? Freedom of service provider choice? Gone.
• Taxes could not remain the same. They would have to increase and increase a lot.
• Someone would be paying for these doctor visits. Since the funding would come from the pockets of
citizens (see above mention of a dramatic tax increase), we would still be paying for our health care--we just
would be stripped of our right to choose where the care was coming from.
• The rationing of health care hurts the cause of socialized medicine. In a consumer system, you have the
option of buying treatment for your million-dollar ailment. You, of course, have to have a million dollars,
but the option is there. In a socialized system, there would be no option.
• Cuba has socialized medicine. When was the last time you looked at America, with all its flaws, and said,
"If only we could just be more like Cuba"?
Congratulations! You're now on your way to converting health care speak to graspable concepts!
Understanding terms and knowing their possible ramifications will protect you from misled opinions or the
ever-present dynamic charlatan. Now, when you hear these phrases tossed about on the news or in conversa
tion as health care reform comes closer to taking place, you don't have to give over to the habitual glazed
eye daydreaming. Take charge of muddled brain syndrome, and let your health care knowledge pool grow
from here.

r.-.
.....
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What is still up for discussion in congress is whether the public option is in or out and if abortions should be
covered with the public dollar.
Remember, the bill is not a final bill. In order for congress to draw up a final bill for health care
reform, it must look at the bills from both the House and Senate and reconcile the differences so that all of
congress is in agreement. You may keep hearing politicians say they need sixty votes for a bill--a cloture
vote. This is needed in order to bring the debate to a close, and only then can the bill be voted on. But per
haps one of the most important things to remember is that you still have the opportunity to write your repre
sentatives and make a difference!

The Winds of Change:
Are They Blowing at Harper?
By

Diptika Khanal

America is being criticized by many for
its failure to provide a good health care option
-

for its citizens. The health care system that we
have today has not been providing affordable
insurance for many Americans and thus the
uninsured want the government to bring about
change. The government has been trying its best
to come up with a bill that would benefit every
one. The winds of change are on their way and
we are here to see the effect it has at Harper.
Many students anticipate changes in their
career outlook with the coming of health care
reform, especially in the areas that are associated with the medical field. At Harper's Career
Center, Kathleen Canfield tries to soothe the
reform-related uneasiness. She is the director of
the Career Center and Women's Program and
has years of experience counseling students.

1

When asked about the effect of a new bill's passage, she voiced her confidence in the continuing pursuit of medical careers, regardless of how
the field changes. Canfield said that even ifthe
government passes a bill on health care reform,
"People are still going to pursue their dreams."
According to Canfield, reforming health
care could have some negative repercussions. A
possible downside of health care reform is that the salaries of doctors and nurses may be reduced. A pro
jected pay decrease would lead to other consequences. If the
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salaries of doctors and nurses go down, what impact would it have on students? Would they still be drawn
to the medical field? Well, our expert
Ms. Canfield said that nursing is a field
in which one has to be around those who
are sick or that need help. These students
must love what they do. "You can't be

doing this kind of j ob j ust for money," she
said. What do you think, Harper stu
dents?
Any kind of change in the health
care system is a concern not just to Harp
er's many nursing and dental students, but
to potential patients. Harper College of
fers dental hygiene services to residents of
the area. The dental hygiene facility is a

-

'"learning lab" for these students. Accord
ing to Kathleen Hock, the director of the
dental hygiene program, Harper will "pro
vide dental hygiene care to patients of all
ages; but, because we are an educational
program, we function differently than

a

public health dental clinic." The Harper
dental clinic, unlike other dental clinics,
does not file insurance claims for the pa
tients. However, there are some require
ments that patients must meet before they
are able to make an appointment. These
eligibility requirements are related mainly
to their health status and their availability
for "lengthy" appointments. The appointments average three and a half hours to four hours, because students
are working together with and learning from their teachers.
According to the dental hygiene and clinic patient agreement, if

a

patient's dental requirements are

too complicated or if the medical history indicates a potential problem, the treatment may be postponed until
a consultation can be scheduled between the clinic dentist and the dental hygiene professional staff. After
the patient signs an agreement, an initial examination is performed which later will determine a patient's
treatment plan.
The brochure of the dental hygiene clinic is useful, as it provides information like the fees associated
with the dental treatment--which are: screening-- $ 5.00; dental hygiene care-- $22.00-52.00; radiographs (X
rays)--SI 0.00-30.00; sealants (each)-- $5.00; infection control barrier fee-- $2.00 each appointment.
Also, there is a discount for senior citizens and children under the age of sixteen.The clinic hours are from
Monday to Thursday, 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. A patient must be ready to spend two hours for the screening
appointment and up to four hours for a dental hygiene treatment appointment.
The Harper community is fortunate to have the dental clinic. It provides low-cost care in a congenial
environment. As of now, it is not known what changes health care reform might bring to the dental field.
The hope is that, no matter what changes in health care may come, the clinic can continue to supply this
service that is both helpful to the community and to students looking to get hands-on learning.
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The Plight of the Uninsured
By Amanda Muledy
There are gaping holes in my teeth. I brush them and brush them, thinking maybe the enamel will
just re-grow over them and everything
will be okay. Sometimes, I panic and
''what am I going to doT echoes in my
head. Most of the time, I am numb to
it. I'm just playing a waiting game. I
can't get care until the cavities hurt so
badly that it is considered an emergency,
and then you, the taxpayer, will pay a
lot more for what I need than it would
have cost for me to just have a few little
cavities filled five years ago. I don't feel
great about that, and I'm willing to bet
you don't either. But what are my op
tions'? I have no insurance.
My health insurance through my
parents expired about seven years ago.
That's seven years of just hoping nothing
bad happens to me. Like with my teeth,
I have phases where I'm so overwrought
with worry that my nails tum to bitten
down stubs. Most of the time, though,
I just accept that if anything is seriously
wrong with me, I can get emergency
care.
I just have to make it through
non-life-threatening sickness or pain by
myself, and that's what most people do
anyway. In a way, I don't feel I have it
half bad. The people who really lose are people who stay healthy all their lives and don't get the care they
paid for, through insurance and taxes. I've paid practically nothing into the system and get thousands of
dollars worth of care written off. I'm not proud of it, but I am realistic. I won't sacrifice my life or limb for
a principle, and I've explored all my options and done the best I can with what I have. Perhaps, for some of
those without insurance, some options that don't work for me will work for you. I've certainly gotten plenty
of information on the subject and am happy to share.
Something that, in the past, has helped me a lot is County-subsidized Health Care. They offer limit
ed services, but it is on a sliding scale based on your income. Most times, if the patient is working a job that
doesn't offer heath care, his or her income will dictate that there is no charge. Since most of my experience
is through DuPage County, I can tell you that they offer free family planning care, W IC ("Women, Infants,
and Children"--a program for low-income mothers), and mental health services and medications. W hat is
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missing is any primary care and non-emergency dental care. I've tried for a few years now to get the same
County care from Cook County, but it is impossible to reach the people at the offices, and the website is cryp
tic. One who is more persistent than I can try to make heads or tails of www.cookcountypublichealth.org,
but there doesn't seem to be any mention of helping those without insurance or in the low-income bracket. A
better option, at least for women, may be a new program for Illinois residents called Illinois Healthy Women
(www.illinoishealthywomen.com). T his is a government-subsidized program that allows you to see doctors
(for family planning related visits only) and use the "pink card" they issue as an insurance card. The govern
ment will pay in full for all your needs. The requirements are that the patient is at least nineteen, a citizen
and Illinois resident, has no heath insurance, makes less than $1,800 a month, and is not pregnant. (One who
is pregnant or has an infant can check out www.allkids.com for a similar program.) The trouble with Illinois
Healthy Women is a discrepancy in their projected ease of use and your realized ease of use. They say, "It's
easy! Just call a doctor and ask if they take the pink card!" I say, "I've called seven doctors and they either
say 'What? No, we don't take whatever that is' or 'Oh, no, we're not accepting any patients with that'." So
after calling places, not only have I not found a doctor, but I also feel like some degenerate system-milker
that no respectable doctor would want to see. However, perhaps an expanded search will yield more results,
and perhaps not act as turpentine on my pride.
So what's missing from this equation? Primary care is simply not an option if you are uninsured.
To talk to a doctor is going to cost maybe a hundred dollars, which may be an acceptable price to pay, but
there is bound to be some follow up if an uninsured patient is in bad enough straits to pay to see a practi
tioner. Unless he has something that a nice glass of orange juice will cure, there will be medication or tests
needed. These are not things someone too broke to buy health insurance is going to be able to afford. While
some personal health insurance prices quotes rve gotten are as low as eighty dollars a month, the co-pays on
services are not affordable. Harper offers student injury and sickness insurance. Depending on how much
money you want to wind up paying for medical services, you can pay $186 or $277 per semester to get, for
instance, $500 or $1000 dollars per day off an inpatient hospital stay (respectively). While some money off
is better that no money off, the almost $200 dollar plan isn't enough coverage to warrant that sort of expense,
and the almost $300 dollar plan is unaffordable. While it covers doctors visits completely, the coverage will
not help much if you need more extensive care or medication. In my case, this is too expensive and has an
insufficient financial trade-off. My student aid goes to paying rent, and there is nothing left over after bills.
Basically, unless you have enough money in the first place to see a doctor, primary care is not affordable.
Another missing available options is a way to get dental care. In Harper's insurance plan, non-emer
gency dental care is not even

a

possibility. You can get discounted or free cleaning from the dental students

at Harper, but if your teeth have any more problems than

a

little plaque, so do you. If those with toothy woes

have at least a moderate source of funds, there is a wonderful discount program avai !able called Carrington
Dental. It isn't insurance, but you pay $108 for a year's worth of 20%-60% savings on dental procedures.
They have a list of services and what the charge would be, as well as participating dentists who have con
tracted with them and will honor your discount. Visit www.carringtondental.com for more information. It's
a great way to move dental care from impossible to get to merely painful to get (in more ways than one). But
don't get me wrong. If you need implants, crowns, or a mouth full of cavities filled, an uninsured patient is
going to pay a lot of money. And the uninsured who isn't reading this article is going to pay also with time,
on the internet, on the phone, trying to find what took me years to stumble upon by word of freshly-drilled
mouth, that there is at least a discount program available for dental.
Where does being uninsured leave your poor, forgotten eyes? Along with having deficient enamel, I
have some retinas that work to leave me perpetually destitute. (Thanks for the great genes, Mom and Dad.)
Due to a degenerative condition, I have to get new glasses and contacts at least every two years. This, unlike
health care, cannot be ignored while hoping nothing goes wrong. For people with vision problems, something
13
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me conscious and going t o the phone. Ifs fuzzy, but I know I got there, held a key down t o memory dial a
roommate, and got the breath to croak "help." I was carted to the hospital, put on oxygen, and four hours
(and another thousand dollars) later, left with another arsenal of pills and apparatuses. I did qualify for
the "charity" the emergency room provides, so after much paperwork over several months I wound up not
having to pay based on my income level. Guess who paid for me to go to the emergency room twice in
two weeks for a problem that could have been solved with a simple doctor's visit and a prescription half a
year earlier'? You did, oh American taxpayer. Whether the government itself compensated the hospital, or
the hospital absorbed it and raised their rates. thereby raising your insurance cost, you paid. This is what
is wrong with the system. One way or another, the American populous is already paying for a public op
tion--it's just that the option is "wait until the problem has quadrupled in cost, urgency, and complications,
and then go to the emergency room... It's not only that I want the system changed because I am uninsured.

As I mentioned, in a few years I'll have a degree and it probably won't be an issue. But then there will
45,999,999 more people who will be in the same situation I had just gotten out of, costing me money. I'd
like for them to be able to have "preventative maintenance," to be able to get care while the pneumonia is
just a cough, because it will be cheaper and safer for all of us. Like systems of government, no one na
tional health care plan is going to be perfect. There are too many people in the country to make everyone
happy. But there has to be something better than this.

How Our Doctors Hope to Heal
Healthcare
By Cheryl Gistenson
Since Obama took office, the issue that so many people say helped carry him into the White House
has remained in the spotlight. Everyone and their mother has an opinion about the prospective revamp
ing of our nation's healthcare system. And rightly so, as it affects us all. We hear it being talked about on
the news and internet. on the trains, in our grocery stores, and even in our schools' newspapers. People
have different perspectives depending on how the reform pertains to themselves. Small business owners
are concerned as employers, while others who are employed by these businesses worry what will happen
to their coverage. There are many uninsured individuals paying close attention to the see-saw that is the
Public Option, and doctors. in particular, have quite a lot to say.
For employers, employees, patients, and caregivers, the matter impacts them along a wide spectrum.
Doctors have an array of experience and knowledge due to their role in the medical field. A gastroenterolo
gist with whom I spoke expressed concerns with how he will continue to provide coverage for himself and
his family. as well as whomever he employs, with a cost-efficient plan. He is among the many doctors who
feel major changes need to take place within our healthcare system. This doctor fears things could end up
like Medicaid: "Hospitals lose money on almost every Medicaid patient because the government doesn't
reimburse properly. " ''It needs to be changed," he continued, "in such a way so that supplying good health
care is rewarded...
Money is among the major issues driving the reform. " If nothing changes we will run out of
money; we won't be able to afford what we're doing," said an orthopedic surgeon. He explained that
administration processes and the need for profit are large factors of the current costs. Insurance companies
are privately owned and therefore depend partly on the success of their stocks. "Look at all the money that
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goes into healthcare, such as premiums," the surgeon said.
This surgeon feels that two things need to be addressed: "There needs to be a national torte reform.
That is, medical liability needs to be affordable." He also believes a public option, which would compete
with private insurers, has to be included in the bill. The gastroenterologist agreed the bill should include a
public option. He doesn 't feel it would drive insurance companies out of business, but it would cut into doc
tors' pay. He thinks, " [the bill] should have a baseline public option, and then if you want additional benefits
or a personalized plan, that's where private companies would come into play."
Plus, he thinks employer-based insurance won't survive indefinitely. He himself (as an employer) has
never gone with an HMO because it was frustrating and it didn't reduce costs. "Most people work for small
companies . . . a lot of people would opt for a public option." The orthopedic surgeon said many of the peo
ple who are uninsured are so by choice. He noted the high costs as the top reason for this. The surgeon said
his patients complain about the current state of healthcare: "Access is limited, and people don't get what they
pay for." When I asked him how he thought the growing crisis of uninsured Americans could be resolved,
he said, "We need some way to assure [people that] when [they] change or lose their job they won't become
uninsured . . . and allow people to switch insurance without penalties." Becoming uninsured, he said, is his
patients' biggest concern.
How did high costs become such a problem? The surgeon said, "the majority of the problem is [the
insurance and drug] industii es lobby congress to enact laws which favor them." He also worries the strong
influence of these companies will prohibit the reforn1 from reaching its full potential . The gastroenterol o
gist expressed concerns regarding costs incurred by the patients. ··1 think it is important that patients have
motivation to keep costs under control. . . [patients] have these Cadillac plans without co-pays so they"ll get
treatment for a little cut," he said. "Patients need to be aware of and understand the costs of their treatment."
Despite their concerns. both of these physicians feel optimistic about the reforn1. They both told me
the majority of doctors they speak with have similar sentiments, and no one is happy with the current state of
America's health care system.
However, l spoke to a doctor who is sickened by the proposed changes to health care. This cardiolo
gist did say the current system is not stable, but he does not think the direction of change in which we are
headed is the right one for our country's citizens and doctors.
The cardiologist did not think the reform will achieve the things the president is hoping to achieve.
''What it will most certainly do," he said "is cost an enormous amount of money to the country." But what
concerned him even more is the "near disastrous impact it will have on the health care system that we are
lucky enough to have right now."
In response to my curiosity regarding his opinions, he explained the major goals of the legislation.
"The objectives of the bill are to provide coverage for people who don't have coverage, which is, depending
on how you count it, between twenty and fifty million Americans." Reducing health care costs to the point
that the government can continue to run the Medicare program in particular, without going further into debt
and bankrupting the Medicare system, is the second goal the cardiologist described.
Don't yet diagnose this man with chronic pessimism. He docs not think all the ideas would be nega
tive. For instance, he agrees with the creation of laws that, in theory, force people to obtain health insurance
or pay penalties in order to ensure insurance companies charge the sam e basic premiums to all individuals.
Insurance companies would be restricted from charging more based on pre-existing conditions.
However. he does not like many of the other possible requirements the legislation would enforce. The
cardiologist described the proposed large federally run and administration-heavy insurance policy that would
compete with insurers. He said the government feels this would be possible due to its belief that "this will
bring down costs for everyone and keep the insurance industry more honest." He feels that the government
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thinks this is feasible because the insurance industry i s making a lot of p rofit. If they are "forced to slash their
profit and offer lower coverage insurance . . . they [the insurance companies] have enough money that they can
do this." In other words, this doctor interprets the public option as a government assumption that insurance
companies could pull through.
But the cardiologist sees many problems with this. He admits while not allowing discrimination
based on pre-existing conditions would "in essence be a great i dea, " it would cost the insurance compa
nies more money. The card i ologist said, "[the insurance industry] wanted a fi rm mandate in the bill to force
people to buy coverage when they ' re younger and healthier (a large segment of the uninsured right now) in
order to make up for offset losses on selling to everyone at the same rate. "

A lack o f incentive t o purchase insurance is another problem h e sees. Compared t o the system we
currently have, the cardiologi st mused that "if you get sick when you' re forty, under the present bill, you have
two options : you can call Blue Cross and pay the same rate that somebody whose been paying for the entirety
of his or her life would pay and get coverage moving forward; or you can simply call the government and get
the public option--which, while not free, is obviously going to be very heavily subsidized and expensive for
the government." He feels there is no motivati on, the way the bill is currently written, for people to do the
right thing--buy health insurance. He also believes people would be penalized not once, but twice for doing
the right thing, because the government plans to raise revenue for this rather large public option by taxing
most plans over a certain dollar amount as income (varying depending on where you live ) . So you're not
only paying more for your premium (because it will be much higher), but your coverage will probably also be
worse due to cuts the insurance industry will make to compensate for lost profits.
Another part of the current health care system that will suffer is the government-run Medicare pro
gram. One way in which the p resident plans to pay for the refonn is to cut nearly 5 00 billion dollars from the
(already low ) Medicare reimbursement program to hospitals and doctors . The cardiologist fears Medicare
patients will feel repercussions from this. " It will put doctors and hospitals in the uncomfortable position
of turning away Medicare patients," said the card iologist. If thi s were to happen, he feels a long-term effect
would be a two-tiered system in which "people who have money will see private doctors who do not accept
any form of public assistance. "
If our country were t o turn t o socialized health care, this doctor predicts the availability o f good care
would actually go down. Due to many reasons, including some of the ones described above, the cardiologi st
explained larger hospitals could shut down. The smaller hospitals found i n suburbs might also shut down or
lose the capabilities to do many of the p rocedures the l arge hospitals perform . For instance, if you walked
into your neighborhood's E R needing your appendix taken out, they could not do that. According to this doc
tor, ultimately, wealthy areas may see private pay-only hospitals while the majority of publi cly insured pa
tients would be forced to seek more distant hospitals that would accept their plans.
All the concerns of these, and other doctors, are very relevant. It 's i mportant to consider these issues
when dealing with a topic that affects the entire nation . Until a bill has been passed into law, we can voice our
concerns and nurse our nation back to health.
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The Voices of Harper Students
B y Diptika Khanal
Sustaining good health should
always be of prime importance.
Each one of us wants to live a
healthy life and wants to see
some changes in the health
care system. Some Americans
believe that the health care
system that we have today does
not help them. The youth are
no exception. Here at Harper,
many students showed their in
terest in this issue by express
ing their thoughts on the health
care system.
Like many Americans,
Julieta Duran, a student here,
believes that health care is very
important and laments over
the current health care system
that we have. She says that our
health care needs a number of
changes because people are
not getting the treatment they
require. She said, "'There is a
lot of reforming to do in the
health insurance companies
because people ·s health is not
their priority. Money is."
Regarding the cost of
healthcare, Julieta said that it
should be lowered so that more
people could obtain the means
to get treated. Another point
that she emphasized is that the
uninsured should have some sort of affordable health-care options. Her opinions are echoed by many other
students as well.
Michael Shear, who is in his second year at Harper, had many things to say when asked to express his
views about the health care system. He said that "The doctors' pay should be reduced." Like many other stu
dents, he too said that there should be some form of control to regulate health care cost. He also believes that
there should be a discounted cost program for all children under the age of ten. This program would enable
children to have regular access to doctors. Rosemary Gustave, whose major is dental hygiene, also shares the
same story. On being asked about her views on the health care reform, her instant answer was that
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"There should be F REE health insurance." Rosemary Gustave, personally does not have health insurance.
Three years back, her wisdom tooth gave her
the pain of a lifetime and as resul t she was
taken to a hospital. When she cam e back to
consciousness she discovered that she was
in the emergency room where she had been
operated on. She said that the pain of the
bill that was in her hand,

$3000, was more

painful than the actual pain of the tooth.
She was gnashing her teeth for the expenses
she had to pay j ust for a tooth. Had she had
insurance, she would not have had to pay
this amount. Rosemary wishes to see some
changes that would enable her and many
young Americans to afford health insur
ance. As a dental student, she also wants the
government to subsidize dental insurance to
protect her career.
Some students here at Harper were
uncomfortable talking about health care
reform, so they only shared some of their
thoughts on this topic. Kieran Peters is not at
all happy with the health care system that we
have today. After a few bitter experi ences,
she said that she felt, "The speed at which
the doctors get back to you shows how they are not interested in healing the patients." On her visit to a
hospital in Chicago, she did not recei ve the guidance that a hospital must provide to its patients and thus
said that "The current health care system that we have is not at all organized." I could see the agony and the
frustration in her face. Kieran i s not the exception. Kiu-Chor-Yucn, an i nternational student here at Harper,
also had something to say. According to her, two words best describe the American health care system.
"AMAZ INGLY ECXPENSIVE." Another interesting fact that she mentioned was that, since the American
health care system is so expensive, many people opt to travel abroad to get treatment. She is aware of many
peopl e who are doing this.
Nina Kulinczenko is a certified nursing assistance (CNA) and also a nursing student here at Harper.
She too says that there should be health insurance for everyone. In her opinion, if the government passes
the bi II of the health care reform which looks

forward to providing health care for every American, then

there will be a demand for more nurses, as nurses will be needed to look after the teeming patients. She also
strongly feels that American hospitals should stop hiring i nternational nurses. This, she believes, would not
only hel p to create more j ob opportunities but also help to boost the econom y.
Many Harper students voiced similar senti ments. All of us share the same story and thus want to see
some changes that could benefit us. All we want i s affordable health insurance. As nervous as we all m ay
be, we all hope for a change that could benefit everybody.
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A su rvey was done of 80 Harper
students :

• Do you have health insur
ance?

37. 5 °/o said that they have
health insurance .

30°/o said that they don 't have
any health insurance .

5 °/o had no answer : (
•Do you think this country
needs health care reform?

• Yes 60 °/o
No 1 2 .5 °/o
Undecided 2 1 .25°/o
•Do you feel like you under
stand the potential options and outcomes of health care reform?

Yes 50 °/o

No

50 °/o

•Do you support a public option?

Yes

No

52. 5 °/o
7.5 °/o

Huh? 40 °/o
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